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This book is a part of the exhibition ‘Being Nicely Messy’ produced for the Audi Urban Futures Initiatives 
Award, 2012. The contents of this book are indicative and are meant to lead to further research. This book 
should not be considered as an exhaustive / comprehensive output, but is more of a representative piece.  
 



In 2001, approximately 48% of Mumbai’s population belonged to 

the age group of 15 - 40, the most productive working age. The 

number of seniors (above the age of 65) in the city was a mere 

4.16 %. The  population of the city since the last 20 years grew at 

less than half the rate of the national population indicating an 

absence of migration. With improvements in medical facilities and 

young couples choosing to have fewer children, the death rate as 

well as the birth rate in the city has gone down. A spindle shaped 

age-sex diagram will emerge in the next twenty years and will 

slowly widen at the top. 

 

This catalogue compiles some of the reorientations required in 

policy, systems, infrastructure and enterprise to prepare for the 

city of old. By 2035, a large percentage of Mumbai’s population will be in the age 
group of 50 to 70 years.  

PROJECTED AGE-SEX POPULATION DIAGRAM 



Senior Infrastructure: Movement 

 

As people in the city grow old their frequency of travel beyond 

the immediate neighbourhood decreases tremendously. 

Neighbourhood ties become stronger and more relevant. 

However most transportation investment in Mumbai is focused 

on creating mega projects that cover large distances. While funds 

are spent to develop flyovers, bridges, and expressways, space at 

the neighbourhood level are is grossly neglected. With the drastic 

rise in the population of seniors, in the future, Mumbai will have 

to find a way to invest and retrofit in neighbourhoods and make 

them senior friendly. Pedestrian infrastructure will probably have 

to take centre stage in planning.   
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Senior Programs: Retirement Homes 

 

In the past retirement homes have been unpopular amongst aged 

Indians as seniors largely depended on joint family systems for 

care taking. Today, with the break down of the joint family a large 

number of seniors are accepting retirement homes as a feasible 

option for old age. However, retirement homes will have to find 

ways break their image as being tabooed, isolated spaces. They 

will have to hybridize with other spaces like orphanages, gardens, 

schools, religious institutions, etc. and create stronger ties with 

the community. A new breed of senior home designers, 

developers and financiers will have to emerge.   

Hybridising the Old Age Home 



Senior systems: Housing 

 

The kind of housing and tenure an individual holds at the time of 

retirement determines if s/he can use it to produce a daily 

income after retirement. Those who own a house can depend on 

market mechanisms like renting or reverse mortgage to produce 

income, however those who do not own a house at retirement 

have to find means to pay for rent and everyday expenses. In the 

future there is a possibility of tailoring private enterprises that 

can help seniors convert their homes to produce income. State 

will have to play an important role to provide homes for people 

who do not have means to pay for housing and subsistence. 

 

New enterprises like  rental web sites, architects and contractors 

that specialize in making homes senior and renter friendly, 

specialized banks and realtors that deal with reverse mortgage 

properties, senior homes developers and financiers will have to 

emerge to address the housing condition related to old age.  

Possible Housing Scenarios at Retirement  



Senior Systems : Support and Care 

 

With better medical facilities the life expectancy of an individual 

in Mumbai has risen considerably. However with the breakdown 

of the joint family system and no welfare support from the state, 

there is a dearth of facilities for senior care. In the future cities 

will have to look for new systems where by groups of seniors 

provide emotional and physical support for each other. A 

community based system of that is built for the seniors, by the 

seniors and facilitated by the state and the market will have to 

emerge. In the absence of the family and profits, the 

relationships between people will have to be tied by processes 

that build friendship and camaraderie.  

In the past, the joint family system was responsible for providing emotional, physical and financial 
support for seniors in the family. Senior care provided by private, state and religious institutions 
was tabooed and seen fit for those who didn’t have family. The welfare state played the role of a 
provider and funded old age homes and pension programs. 

Eventually, the joint family system broke down. The welfare state transformed from being a 
provider to being a facilitator for the private enterprises. Although seniors are thawing to the idea 
of private care, low income seniors cannot afford leaving a large void in services for seniors. 
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Individuals in this category have a very low savings potential. They will have to be supported using 
state and community saving mechanisms. Strategies like guaranteed employment and pension 
schemes, relaxation of retirement age in some sectors, promotion of work that is not physically 
taxing, provision of free health-care for the elderly, etc. will have to develop 

Senior Systems: Financial Support 

 

Several financial mechanisms are available for securing old-age 

for people with reasonable and sustained income. However 40.6 

Million people in India earn less than Rs. 7,500 a month; an 

income barely enough for daily survival. New ways of providing a 

basic minimum income and shelter homes for people in this 

income group will have to emerge. Strategies like guaranteed 

employment and pension schemes, relaxation of retirement age 

in some sectors, promotion of work that is not physically taxing, 

provision of free health-care for the elderly, retrofitting of 

infrastructure for the old, etc. will have to develop. 
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NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN INDIA  

(Source: NHB Trends in Housing, CRIS Infac Report, 2005) 

Individuals that earn more than Rs. 60,000 a month can be served by existing private insurance 
and investment schemes and forced saving schemes promoted by the government. 

Both the state and the Market will have to find ways  to help this category of people. Relaxation of 
retirement age and incentivised saving schemes can be developed.  
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Khatau Retrofitters 
 

We specialize in making homes 

senior and renter friendly 

 

 

CONTACT 98204556687 
Remodel house for paying guest 

Motion sensor lighting 

Skid proof bathrooms 

Handle bars and grips 

Floor leveling for wheelchairs 

Security doorbells and CCTV 

cameras 

Khandelwal Dabba Service 

We tailor make food 

to fit your taste and health needs 

 

 

 

 

 

A free diet check up with a 

6 month subscription 
Call 98214069969 

Kent’s Table for Six 
 

Companionship Services 
 

Contact 9867043590 
 

Make friends that stay with you 

through thick and thin and never 

spend another evening alone 

Shetty Senior Travels 

 

Contact 9979691152 
Enjoy your golden years 

Kasturi Seniors Walking Club 

Wake up and Walk 
Because a healthy community 

is a happy community 
 
 

Call Meghna 9820512116 
All our proceeds go towards fixing your 

neighborhood sidewalks 

Kavita Services 

 

Reverse Mortgage Consultants 
Contact 9860344569 

Kejriwal 

Ambulance Services 
Emergency Call 9119119119 

 

 

 

 

 

A second can save your life 

Call 9820459001 for quotes 

KediaTransportation 
Services for Seniors 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Why drive when you can be driven ? 
Contact 9870345601 

Khimji Ramji 
The trusted name for 

Retirement Home Developers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From homes to fiance, your one stop shop 

Visit our website 

www.kapoorjipallonjihomes.com 

 
Looking for someone special? 

All you need is 

 

ek cup chai 
 
 
 
 
 

Visit us at www.ekcupchai.com 
and let us help you brew that 

perfect relationship 
 




